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High-performance trunk -tracking scanners.

Follow Conversations on Most 800MHz
Trunked Police/Fire Radio Systems.

In recent years, many cities and towns have upgraded to 800MHz analog trunked 2 -way radio systems. These computer -controlled systems

allow city services such as police, fire, street repair, water and animal control to share the same set of frequencies. In a trunked system, a

conversation between a police dispatcher and a patrol officer will begin on one frequency and shift to different frequenciesas the conversation

continues. Conventional scanners can't follow these frequency changes but the RadioShack scanners shown on these two pages can!

*Scanners on this page follow Motorola Type I, II, I/II hybrid
and GE/Ericsson (EDACS) analog 800MHz trunked radio systems
Each is a superb standard scanner, too. Triple -conversion designs virtually eliminate annoying

image interference common in downtown and metro areas.

Monitor specific talk groups such as police patrol arez and detectives...

. fire department dispatch and
fire -scene communications...

Available
October 15, 2001

NEW 300 -channel dual-trunking handheld scanner
PRO -93. This scanner will store several large trunked radio systems and up to 1,000
trunked system ID codes. It can scan trunking and conventional channels at the same
time-even scans 400MHz trunked radio systems. Plus, it accepts and displays your
text entries for easier identification of frequencies, and displays CB channel number as
well as frequency. You can search preset conventional police/fire, marine, CB, Ham and
VHF -air frequencies for activity. Digital weather alert displays type of alert (statement,
watch or warning). You also get a backlit 4-linex 12 -character alphanumeric display,
extended coverage including the 220MHz and 1260MHz Ham Radio bands, a
switchable 20dB attenuator, PC interface, and cloning capability with our PRO -2067
mobile, PRO -62 handheld and PRO -2053 desktop scanners. 20-523 249.99
Frequency Coverage: 25-54, 108-174, 216-225, 406-512, 806-960 (excluding cellular) and 1,240-
1,300MHz. Power: Requires 4 "AA" batteries or adapter AC #273-1767/C, DC #273-1810/C. Jacks:
Earphone, PC interface, antenna (BNC), power. Includes: Detachable flexible antenna, case for alkaline
and case for rechargeable batteries, belt clip, trunking frequency guide. Size: 6'Ax2shx11/.'
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NEW 300 -channel dual-trunking desktop scanner
PRO -2053. Great for metro areas-you get a big 300 -channel memory and the ability
to scan trunked and conventional channels at the same time. Triple -conversion circuit
and a switchable 20dB attenuator virtually eliminate image -type interference. Backlit
4 -line LCD display indicates channels, frequencies, modes and the text IDs you enter.
Digital weather alert displays type of alert (statement, watch or warning). Service search
makes it easy to explore preset conventional police/fire, marine, CB, Ham and VHF -air
frequencies. PC interface. Cloning capability. 20-466 249.99
Frequency Coverage: 25-54, 108-174, 216-225, 406-512, 806-960 (excluding cellular) and 1,240-
1,300MHz. Power: Included UL listed AC adapter or add DC cord #270-1533/0. Jacks: Headphone,
external speaker, PC interface, antenna (BNC), power. Includes: Detachable indoor antenna, nationwide
trunked frequency guide. Size: 3% x 87, x 6 Y;i
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